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Now the shoes of the popular market, mostly thanks to Jordan Brand's contribution to every year whether the introduction of new
color, or limited edition, can make the shoes fans crazy. While for high order Sneakerhead, collect the number of rare, a lot of players
in the PE version of the details of the more attractive. The version of PE that often neededmaterials excellent but the price is high, not
everyone has the opportunity to see the touch. In order to bring shoes fans greater appetite, the Jordan Brand will be commercially
available in 1987 for an original Michael Jordan dedicated PE version. A simple "Bred" color, that reminds everyone on the bulls that
time bursts of memories. This pair of shoes will be in February 6th next year and we met formally, priced at 190 dollars. Text: source:
solecollector a small fortune;

to say by a joint can cause everyone panic buying Air Force 1, the classic "Flax" design is definitely one of the most typical example,
several times are sold out instantly to replenishment, proved its popularity is high. And as the weather gets warmer, the high edition
versions that sell for a while will inevitably feel uncomfortable while wearing, but don't worry because has brought the popularity of the
low color version of Nike. It can be said that in addition to the use of different low to help design in the design, the other part with
previous versions of the same, similar to the wheat colored Nubuck upper rubber sole collocation, rough style without losing details.
Unfortunately, there is no specific information on the sale of this shoe, ready to start with friends may wish to pay more attention to our
follow-up reports. 
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